NAPLAN Language Conventions Year 9 2008

Quick Answers

1. community
2. Previously
3. surgery
4. achievement
5. sufficient
6. exotic
7. imagination
8. substantial
9. performance
10. system
11. consumed
12. evacuate
13. failure
14. recreational
15. overwhelmed
16. antique
17. applauded
18. recipients
19. vulnerable
20. announcement
21. negligence
22. satellite
23. camouflage
24. faint
25. government
26. would have gone
27. “Who dropped that?” Nobody said a word.
28. what
29. had found
30. who’s
31. could’ve
32. Mum said, “No swimming without an adult.”
33. really closely
34. exquisite
35. first bubble – People’s
36. The train was really crowded today; I have no idea why.
37. “We need to start rehearsing,” said Ms Peters, “so get your skates on.”
38. performers
39. Mum said to obey all the signs, so we went the other way.
40. My little brother Joe is the only one who hasn’t started school yet.
41. The man got out of the car, before it burst into flames, and ran away.
42. I remember her when she was a baby; now she’s a company director.
43. present tense.
44. a word from another language.
45. an adjective.
46. third person.
47. a verb.
48. a noun.
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49. a metaphor.

50. alliteration.